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NW WA GIS Group
September 19, 2014

9:00 – 9:45       Round Table, Introductions, and Discussion
9:45 – 10:00     Break / Mix & Mingle
10:00 – 11:55   Presentations
Afterwards:   Wrap-Up & No-host lunch locally
Forcing Dynamic Labels to Stay Put
How to create basic annotation with point feature classes when an annotation 
feature class is not an option. Details on products provided for the City of 
Bellingham Fire Department emergency response book will be discussed.

Jennifer Sorensen, City of Bellingham

Story Maps at the COB
The City of Bellingham has published several story maps related to public art 
exhibits and is working on a new historical walking tour that will be delivered to the 
public via the “map journal” template.  Behind the scenes set up and lessons 
learned will be discussed.

Kate Newel and Brian Small, City of Bellingham

Integrating a document management system and a GIS
A brief overview of how the City’s new document management system, OnBase, is 
pulling GIS data for documents and GIS is linking to documents with a spatial 
component.

Don Burdick, City of Bellingham

New Mobile CityIQ on the Geocortex Framework
A tour of our new web mapping application called CityIQ.   A look at behind the 
scenes map services organization and geoprocessing events that drive report 
generation    Visit the site at http://www.cob.org/cityiq

Ann Stark, City of Bellingham

Using GIS in support of Bellingham's Bicycle Master Plan
GIS has been an essential tool in the development of the recommended network 
for Bellingham's bicycle master plan.  Spatial analysis and modeling has played a 
key role in creation of the initial study network; analysis of connectivity; quantifying 
rider level-of-stress; and for prioritization of the proposed capital projects list.  This 
talk will outline the overall project, specific issues addressed with GIS, and next 
steps as the plan moves towards adoption.

Chris Behee, City of Bellingham


